Developed so far, multi-document summarization has reached its bottleneck due to the lack of sufficient training data and diverse categories of documents. Text classification just makes up for these deficiencies. In this paper, we propose a novel summarization system called TCSum, which leverages plentiful text classification data to improve the performance of multi-document summarization. TCSum projects documents onto distributed representations which act as a bridge between text classification and summarization. It also utilizes the classification results to produce summaries of different styles. Extensive experiments on DUC generic multidocument summarization datasets show that, TCSum can achieve the state-of-the-art performance without using any hand-crafted features and has the capability to catch the variations of summary styles with respect to different text categories.
Introduction
The increasing online information has necessitated the development of effective automatic multi-document summarization systems. Through long-term research, the learningbased summarization approaches have grown to become dominant in the literature. By far, a prominent issue that hinders the further improvement of supervised approaches is the lack of sufficient human summaries used for training (Cao et al. 2016a) . For instance, the widely-used DUC 1 generic multi-document summarization benchmark datasets contain less than 400 human reference summaries in total. Writing summaries is an extremely labor-intensive and timeconsuming process. Because of the limitation of training data, a learning-based summarization system is often forced to heavily rely on well-designed features. Simple models like Support Vector Regression can achieve the state-of-theart performance with extensive linguistic and statistical features (Hong and Nenkova 2014) . To break through the bottleneck of insufficient summarization training data, taking advantage of other rich data sources might be a good idea worth considering.
Meanwhile, existing summarization approaches basically apply a uniform model to generate summaries for the documents in different text categories. However, according to what we observe, summary styles in different categories can vary to a large degree. Take the two common categories in DUC datasets, i.e., Natural Disaster and Biography as an example. To summarize a natural disaster like a hurricane, people tend to present its moving path and the loss it brings. By contrast, a biography summary is expected to include the personal profile and the main contributions of the person. Apparently, summaries should focus on different aspects of the topics which belong to the corresponding categories. When the document category is given, (Kedzie, McKeown, and Diaz 2015) finds that the introduction of category-specific language models largely promotes the summarization performance. The experiments of (Wan et al. 2015 ) also show that a summarization model with good overall performance still produces low-quality summaries in certain document sets. The summary style issue previously mentioned may partly explain these phenomena and suggest a possible way to improve the summarization performance.
Compared with summarization, the text classification datasets are much richer. Note that both summarization and text classification require models to understand the semantics of documents. Better text representations learned by classification data can help to train more effective summarization models. Moreover, if we know the category of a document, we will have a chance to explore more proper summary styles. To this end, we propose a novel summarization system called TCSum, which leverages text classification data to improve the performance of summarization. Since distributed representations of documents have demonstrated advantages in both summarization (e.g., (Kobayashi, Noguchi, and Yatsuka 2015) ) and text classification (e.g., (Lai et al. 2015) ), TCSum projects all documents onto the distributed representations that are shared by the two tasks. Then, for text classification, the document embeddings are followed by a classifier to learn their association with the categories. For summarization, the document embeddings are transformed to match the "meaning" of the reference summaries. To make the transformed embeddings also hold the information of summary styles, we utilize the classification result and develop a category-specific transformation process. Our model adopts the recent hot topic of neural net-work based transfer learning (e.g., from syntactic parsing to discourse parsing (Li, Li, and Hovy 2014) ). It is also noted that our model is totally data-driven, i.e., all the abstract features are learned automatically.
We verify the effectiveness of TCSum on DUC generic summarization benchmark datasets. TCSum is able to compete with state-of-the-art summarization systems which usually heavily depends on hand-crafted features. We also observe that TCSum indeed catches the variations of the summary styles among different text categories.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows: • We leverage text classification datasets to learn better document representations for summarization.
• We explore the variations of summary styles with respect to different text categories.
• We develop a competitive summarization system which does not need any hand-crafted features.
Method
Let D denote a document which is composed of a set of sentences In this section, we describe how our summarization system, called TCSum, ranks the sentences with the help of text classification. The overall framework of TCSum is illustrated in Fig. 1 . At first, a text classification model is trained using a convolutional neural network. This model projects a document onto the distributed representation, and adds a softmax classifier to predict the category of the document. The summarization model shares the same projection process to generate document embeddings given that the semantic analysis and understanding of documents are essential for both classification and summarization. Afterwards, it transforms the document embedding to the summary embedding and tries to maximize the match to the "meaning" of the reference summaries. To make the transformed summary embedding sensitive to the different summary styles, TCSum learns category-specific transformation matrices according to the predicted categories. Finally, the sentences are ranked according to their saliency scores calculated based on the similarity between the sentence embedding and the summary embedding. The rest of this section describes the details of our model.
Text Classification Model
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) can learn the abstract representations of N-grams effectively and tackle the sentences with variable lengths naturally. Models using CNNs have achieved excellent performance both in text classification (Lai et al. 2015) and summarization (Yin and Pei 2015) . In this paper, we develop a simple CNN-based classification model. Specifically, we use a CNN to project a sentence s onto its distributed representation v(s) ∈ R m , i.e., s
A basic CNN contains a convolution operation on the top of word embeddings, which is followed by a pooling operation. Let v(w i ) ∈ R k refer to the k-dimensional word embedding corresponding to the i th word in the sentence. Let v(w i : w i+j ) be the concatenation of word embeddings
m×hk , which is applied to a window of h words to produce the abstract features g
where f (·) is a non-linear function and the use of tanh is the common practice. To make it simple, the bias term is left out. This filter is applied to each possible window of words in the sentence to produce a feature map. Subsequently, a pooling operation is applied over the feature map to obtain the final featuresĝ h ∈ R m of the filter. Here we use the max-over-time pooling (Collobert et al. 2011) .
The primary purpose of this pooling is to capture the most important features in a feature map.ĝ h is the output of the CNN, i.e., the embedding of a sentence.
Then a document is represented by the average pooling of its sentence embeddings, just like (Lai et al. 2015) ,
To learn the association between the document embedding and the categories, the document embedding is followed by a softmax classifier:
where W β ∈ R |C|×m is the weight matrix, and v C (D) ∈ R |C| is the predicted probability distribution over the categories.
Summarization Model
As previously mentioned, the summarization model in TCSum, shares the same convolution and pooling operations with the classification model when generating the document embedding v(D). Then, TCSum transforms v(D) to match the "meaning" of the reference summary, i.e.,
where v S (D) ∈ R m is the transformed embedding called summary embedding, and W γ ∈ R m×m is the transformation matrix. Note that we define the same dimension for both document and summary embeddings. This setting simplifies the sentence ranking process, which is explained later.
We would also like the summary embedding to hold the information of summary styles. Inspired by the work of (Dong et al. 2014), we develop the category-specific transformation matrix W γ according to the predicted category. We introduce |C| sub-matrices (W
, with each directly corresponding to one text category. Based on the predicted category derived from Eq. 5, the transformation matrix W γ is computed as the weighted sum of these submatrices.
In this way, W γ is automatically biased to the sub-matrix of the predicted text category. The summary embedding v S (D) is expected to match the "meaning" of the reference summaries. It should have the ability to properly judge the sentence saliency, which is consistent with the reference summaries. Following (Kobayashi, Noguchi, and Yatsuka 2015), we use the cosine similarity between the summary embedding v S (D) and a sentence embedding v(s) to predict the sentence saliency r s .
That is why both document and summary embeddings are of the same dimensionality.
Training
We use the pre-trained word embeddings and do not update them to avoid over-fitting. Thus, there are three types of weight matrices in our models, i.e., W α , W β and the transformation sub-matrices (W
Since the text classification dataset is much larger than the summarization dataset, W α and W β are learned from the classification data only. Yet, the transformation matrices have to be trained with the summarization data.
For text classification, we adopt the cross entropy as the cost function, i.e.,
where 1{c D == i} equals 1 iff the actual category is i. Under this cost function, the gradient of softmax is similar to a linear function, which fastens the training process. For summarization, we apply the pairwise ranking strategy (Collobert et al. 2011) to tune the weights. Specifically, each time we randomly select a sentence with a high actual saliency score and the other one with a low actual saliency score. They are denoted as s + and s − , respectively. By Eq. 8, we obtain their predicted saliency scores. With the pairwise ranking criterion, TCSum should give s + a higher score in comparison with s − . Therefore the cost function is defined as follows:
where Ω is a margin threshold. With the above two cost functions, we apply the diagonal variant of AdaGrad with mini-batches (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011) to update model parameters. AdaGrad adapts the learning rate for different parameters at different steps. Thus it is less sensitive to initial parameters than the stochastic gradient descent.
Experiments Datasets Summarization
The most commonly used evaluation corpora for summarization are the ones published by the Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) and Text Analytics Conferences (TAC 2 ). In this work, we focus on the generic multi-document summarization task, which was carried out in DUC 2001 DUC , 2002 DUC and 2004 . The documents are all from the news domain and a collection of documents related to the same topic are grouped together into a cluster. Each cluster is accompanied by 2 to 4 reference summaries written by human experts. Our summarization model compiles the documents in a cluster into a single document. Table 1 shows the size of the three datasets and the summary length limitation for each task. The DUC datasets come from a wide range of categories, and we manually categorize the DUC documents into 11 categories, i.e., Biography, Culture, Business, Health, Politics, Law, Society, Natural Disaster, Science, Sports and International. The category distribution of DUC 2002 is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Among these categories, Natural Disaster, Politics and Biography account for 60% of the documents. Text Classification In order to benefit from text classification, we need to have a classification dataset large enough to cover all the 11 categories discovered in the DUC datasets. We build such a dataset from the New York Times (NYT) Annotated Corpus 3 . The NYT corpus contains over 1.8 million articles published and annotated by the New York Times. Notably, the New York Times is also an important data provider for DUC. The NYT documents have rich metadata. We utilize three types of metadata (Types Of Material, Taxonomic Classifiers and Online Descriptors) to pick out the documents within those 11 categories. We notice that the numbers of documents in different categories are extremely imbalanced. For example, the category of Business contains more than 140,000 documents, while there are only 3,200 documents in the category of Natural Disaster. Therefore, we conduct a sampling process to ensure that each category contains 3000-5000 documents. This classification dataset is about 30 times larger than the summarization dataset.
The cross validation shows that the learned classification model of TCSum achieves over 85% accuracy on this dataset. Since classification is not the focus of this paper, here we ignore the detailed performance evaluation of our classification model.
Evaluation Metric for Summarization
For evaluation, we use ROUGE 4 (Lin 2004) , which has been regarded as a standard automatic evaluation metric since 2004. ROUGE measures summary quality by counting overlapping units such as N-grams, word sequences and word pairs between the candidate summary and the reference summary. Following the common practice, we take ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 recall scores as the main metrics for comparison. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 measure the unigram and bi-gram similarities, respectively. During training, the actual saliency of a sentence (Eq. 10) is also evaluated by ROUGE-2.
Model Settings
For CNN, we introduce a word embedding set trained on a large English news corpus (10 10 tokens) using word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013 ). The dimension of word embeddings is set to 50, as in many previous papers (e.g., (Collobert et al. 2011) ). We also set the dimension of sentence and document embeddings equivalent the dimension of word embeddings, and the window size h to 2, to be consistent with ROUGE-2 evaluation. We empirically set the margin threshold of pairwise ranking Ω = 0.1. The initial learning rate is 0.1 and batch size is 128.
A summary is obliged to offer both informative and nonredundant content. While TCSum focuses on sentence rank-ing, it employs a simple greedy algorithm, similar to our previous work (Cao et al. 2016b) , to select summary sentences.
Baseline Methods
We compare TCSum with the best peer systems participating DUC evaluations, which are named as "Peer" plus their IDs. In addition, we include R2N2 (Cao et al. 2015a) 5 , a stateof-the-art supervised summarization model based on neural networks. It applies the recursive neural network to learn the combination of hand-crafted features. Notably, R2N2 still heavily depends on hand-crafted features. By contrast, TCSum is fully data-driven, i.e., features are all learned automatically.
We implement a widely-used learning-based summarization method Support Vector Regression (SVR) . It extracts a number of manually-compiled features from a sentence, such as TF (the frequency of a word in the cluster), CF(the number of documents containing this word in the cluster) and NUMBER (whether the sentence contains a number), etc. We also design three neural network based baselines, named as NoTC, SingleT and EmSim. The first two are used to verify the value of text classification NoTC does not use any classification data and just applies the summarization model of TCSum. It is designed to check whether the summarization model can work alone. SingleT ignores the predicted text category and uses a single transformation matrix. It explores the effect of summary styles. The last one, EmSim, aims to test whether or not we need to learn the summary embedding. It just uses the cosine similarity between a sentence embedding v(s) and the document embedding v(D) to rank sentences. EmSim is an unsupervised summarization model and similar to (Kobayashi, Noguchi, and Yatsuka 2015) . All these baselines employ the same sentence selection process as our model.
Summarization Performance
We conduct three-fold validation. The model is trained on two years' data and tested on the remaining year's. The ROUGE scores of the models being compared are presented in Table 2 . We draw lines in this table to distinguish the models with and without hand-crafted features.
As can be seen, among the models completely dependent on automatically learned features, TCSum achieves highest performance on all the three datasets. The poor performance of EmSim denotes that we could not directly use the document embeddings learned from text classification to measure the sentence saliency for summarization. Note that even NoTC achieves competitive performance with SVR. Thus summarization models without hand-crafted features are doable. Meanwhile, SingleT greatly outperforms NoTC. It verifies that text classification can indeed help a summarization model to learn better document representations. Although TCSum does not always greatly surpass SingleT in terms of ROUGEs, we will show in the next section that it usually captures different summary styles. Compared with other models, TCSum largely outperforms SVR and peer systems most of the time, and it is always superior to the state-of-the-art method R2N2. Considering TCSum is not supplemented with any hand-crafted features, its performance is very promising. After taking a closer look at the feature weights learned by SVR, we find the most important feature to measure sentence saliency is CF. Since we treat the documents in a topic cluster as a single document, this feature is lost in our current summarization model. It may be an important aspect that impedes the more excellent performance of TCSum.
Discussion on Summary Style Learning
We examine the ability of TCSum to learn summary styles in two ways. At first, we speculate that similar transformation matrices tend to generate summaries with similar styles. Therefore, we calculate the similarity among the transformation matrices (W 1 γ , · · · , W |C| λ ). Here we flatten each matrix into a vector and use the cosine similarity to measure the similarity. The scores of different transformation matrices are presented in Fig. 3 . For ease of reference, we only show the results of three common categories on DUCs, i.e., Biography, Politics and Natural Disaster. As can be seen, the similarity relations of these three categories vary greatly, which matches the intuition that the large difference of the summary styles exists among these categories. For Biography, we find its transformation matrix is similar to 4 categories'. They are Business, Culture, Politics and International Relation. One possible reason is that summaries in Biography necessarily tell the career-related information of a person. Since DUC prefers choosing biographies about artists, businessmen and politicians, it is reasonable the summary style for Biography to be associated with these categories. By contrast, Natural Disaster does not present obvious similarity to any other category. We observe that summaries in Natural Disaster often contain a series of times, sites and numbers, while other categories seldom need so many details. For Politics, we find it is similar to International Relationship and Law. The former is understandable since we may use a number of terms of politics when describing international relationships. The latter may be caused by the news content. Many documents in this category are concerned with political scandals which often lead to lawsuits. Interestingly, there is an obvious negative similarity between Politics and Culture. The wordings in Politics are often thought to be serious while the documents in Culture are usually related to entertainment.
We also inspect the style change of the summaries generated according to different categories. To this end, we manually assign a category to a document cluster and then calculate the sentence saliency based on our summarization model. The salient sentences with respect to different categories are shown in Table 3 . Due to the limit of space, we only display the top ranked summary sentences with the styles of three common text categories.
• "D097" is about a hurricane (Natural Disaster).
• "D066" introduces the founder of Wall-Mart (Biography).
• "D076" describes the resignation of a prime minister (Politics).
As can be seen, the salient sentences calculated by the correct categories can properly represent the main idea of the document cluster. Although "D097" and "D066" are not related to Politics, sentences selected by the corresponding transformation matrix still contain many terms of politics. It is also shown that the three Biography sentences contain either the words describing the careers (killer, mayor, founder) or the evaluative words (better, boldly). The career is a part of personal profile, and the description of main contributions of a person usually involves the evaluative words. Therefore, the corresponding transformation matrix seems to well catch the two types of needs for Biography summaries. We read the documents in "D066" and "D076" carefully, and find there is no sentence exactly matching Natural Disaster. Thus it is not surprising that the sentences selected by Natural Disaster in these two clusters are somewhat strange. However, we can see both sentences contain the date and site information. This is absolutely consistent with the style that a summary of Natural Disaster is expected to have. Moreover, both the money value and the word "bombing" can be used to describe the loss of a disaster. It appears that, the transformation matrix for Natural Disaster still works well even on a topic other than Natural Disaster, with "due diligence" to complete its own task.
Related Work
Work on extractive summarization spans a large range of approaches. Starting from unsupervised methods, one of the widely known approaches is Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein 1998 Recently, the application of deep neural network techniques has attracted more and more interest in the summarization research. (Genest, Gotti, and Bengio 2011) used unsupervised auto-encoders to represent both manual and system summaries for summary evaluation. Their method , however, did not surpass ROUGE. (Cao et al. 2015a; Cao et al. 2015b) tried to use neural networks to complement sentence ranking features. Although the models achieved the state-of-the-art performance, they still relied on hand-crafted features. A few researches explored to directly measure similarity based on distributed representations. (Yin and Pei 2015) trained a language model based on convolutional neural networks to project sentences onto distributed representations. (Cheng and Lapata 2016) treated single document summarization as a sequence labeling task and modeled it by recurrent neural networks. Others like (Kobayashi, Noguchi, and Yatsuka 2015) simply used the sum of trained word embeddings to represent sentences or documents. In addition to extractive summarization, deep learning technologies have also been applied to compressive and abstractive summarization (Filippova et al. 2015; Rush, Chopra, and Weston 2015) .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel summarization system called TCSum, which leverages text classification to improve the performance of summarization. Extensive experiments on DUC generic summarization benchmark datasets show that TCSum achieves the state-of-the-art performance, even without using any hand-crafted features. We also observe that TCSum indeed catches the variations of summary styles among different text categories. We believe our model can be used to other summarization tasks including queryfocused summarization and guided summarization. In addition, we plan to let the model distinguish documents in a topic cluster, which is better adapted to the multi-document summarization.
